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SpentFUEL & StoreFUEL
UxC Backend Coverage
Since 2007, UxC, LLC (UxC) has published the SpentFUEL industry newsletter and the StoreFUEL monthly report, and therefore,
brings its unique approach in the front-end market to the back-end. Both publications cover major fuel cycle and backend-related
conferences in detail. In addition, UxC can advise clients in issues related to the back end of the fuel cycle, including profiles of utility
spent fuel storage facilities and plans, country profiles, vendor profiles, etc.

The Latest Developments in Spent Fuel Management and
Transportation
SpentFUEL is the only industry newsletter devoted solely to spent fuel storage and transportation issues. Published
every Friday, 50 times a year, SpentFUEL covers new market and political developments to bring the reader up-to-date
on the numerous activities and issues facing utilities and back-end suppliers today. Issues include the U.S. geologic
disposal program, at-reactor dry cask storage plans and licensing activities, contract awards, interim storage
proposals, legislation and budget issues affecting the backend, utility spent fuel pool information, surplus plutonium
disposition, and transportation. The publication also covers developments in the waste management policies and programs in other
parts of the world, including both short- and long-term storage plans, developments related to national or regional permanent disposal
facilities, reprocessing, mixed-oxide fuel use. Click here to view a flier.
SpentFUEL is published every Friday, 50 times a year, by UxC, LLC (UxC). The cost of a one year subscription
starts at US$2,500.00. SpentFUEL presents information gathered through the activities of the publisher. Although
great effort is dedicated to show accuracy, data are sometimes obtained from sources believed by UxC to be
reasonably accurate; therefore, no warranties, express or implied are made, nor any liabilities assumed by UxC
for the accuracy, effect or usefulness of any data contained in SpentFUEL.

Special Introductory Offer
The standard individual subscription to the SpentFUEL covers 52 weeks. This special offer, available only to new
subscribers, is for a full-year subscription (50 weeks) with a 15% discount. Therefore the introductory rate would be US$2,100.00.
Renewals after this trial period will be at the standard rate for a 52-week period.
To receive this new subscriber rate, simply mention the special introductory offer when you place your order over the phone, or indicate
the Special Trial Offer on the on-line order form.
Sample Issue: SpentFUEL Issue 1204, March 30, 2018
Sample Issue: SpentFUEL Issue 1216, June 22, 2018

Dry Storage in the U.S.
StoreFUEL was created to assist utility fuel managers, cask designers, fabricators, and other related companies in
staying current on the U.S. Nuclear Regulatory Commission's (NRC) certification process for spent fuel cask
technology. StoreFUEL, published on the first week of every month, details recent cask vendor licensing milestones,
updates on licensing activities for each vendor, a brief summary of all active U.S. dry storage programs, upcoming
licensing milestones and a recently enhanced section on decommissioning of nuclear power plants. Each edition
includes a number of useful reference tables such as casks loaded in the U.S., reactor license expiration dates, plans for future ISFSIs,
and more. Click here to view a flier.
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StoreFUEL and Decommissioning Report is published the first week of every month, 12 times a year, by UxC,
LLC (UxC). The cost of a one year subscription starts at US$2,000.00. StoreFUEL and Decommissioning
Report presents information gathered through the activities of the publisher. Although great effort is dedicated to
show accuracy, data are sometimes obtained from sources believed by UxC to be reasonably accurate;
therefore, no warranties, express or implied are made, nor any liabilities assumed by UxC for the accuracy, effect
or usefulness of any data contained in StoreFUEL and Decommissioning Report.

Special Introductory Offer
The standard individual subscription to the StoreFUEL covers 12 months. This special offer, available only to new subscribers, is for a
full-year subscription (12 months) with a 15% discount. Therefore the introductory rate would be US$1,700.00. Renewals after this
trial period will be at the standard rate for a 12-month period.
To receive this new subscriber rate, simply mention the special introductory offer when you place your order over the phone, or indicate
the Special Trial Offer on the on-line order form.
Table of Contents: StoreFUEL Issue 204, August 4, 2015
For additional information, please contact:
Carlyn Greene • +1 (770) 833-6339 •
Eric Webb • +1 (770) 642-7745 •
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